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Geological rally in the heart of Paris: How to find fossils in freestone
buildings in Paris?
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As a teacher in earth sciences, my challenge was to practise geology in an urban area. At the end of the school
year, I organized a geological rally next to the Natural History Museum in the heart of Paris. The rally provided the
opportunity to apply geological notions mentioned in class, and or a day out to my 16 years-old pupils. Just before
this original session, students worked on different sedimentary stones such as limestone, sandstone, gypsum, and
“meulière”. They studied the conditions for the deposit of sediments and they identified different fossils (i.e:
Cerithes, Nummulites, Milioles) in order to build “paleobackgrounds”. This rally was a mean to improve with
entertainment their knowledge in geology, and to discover the stones of the Parisian basin and their use as building
materials.
The rally was organized as follows: the pupils were divided into 4 teams of 8 students. Each team got a paper with
23 riddles. Each riddle led to a geological spot in the route of the rally. To attest their passing at each geological
point the pupils had to take a picture of the characteristic fossil or the typical mark of each spot. Each team had a
different itinerary to avoid pupils to meet during the rally. In order to motivate pupils and to ensure their safety,
one teacher went with each team.
Each riddle led to a stage. This rally comprised 23 steps which were geological spots. In case of pupils did not
solve the enigma of one stage; they could open an envelope in which a map indicated the 23 geological spots.
This rally lasted 2 hours. The purpose of this game was to obtain the most points thanks to the resolution of
riddles. Timing and the quality of the pictures were also criterions used to evaluate the participants.
At the end of this rally, pupils must be able to identify sedimentary stones, the conditions and the age of deposit of
this stones (paleobackgrounds), the location of their extractions (carries), the interest of this stones in construction
industry (isolation, porosity for example).
The resources for such activity are especially in the following websites: http://idgt.over-blog.com/album-
1207746.html, http://svt.ac-creteil.fr/.


